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7:00 P.M. Historic District Commission Special Meeting
The Ypsilanti Historic District Commission will discuss future planning needs for Historic
Preservation in the city, and review potential changes to administrative approvals.
Documents:
HDC SPECIAL MEETING AUGUST 26, 2019 AGENDA.PDF
HDC SPECIAL MEETING AUGUST 26, 2019 PACKET.PDF

CITY OF YPSILANTI
Agenda
Historic District Commission Special Meeting
Monday, August 26, 2019 - 7:00 p.m.
Ypsilanti City Hall, 1 S Huron St.
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
The Ypsilanti Historic District Commission works to safeguard Ypsilanti’s built heritage by guiding development and renovation
within the Historic District. Enabled by federal, state, and local legislation, the HDC seeks to stabilize and improve property values,
to promote preservation education, and to develop the Ypsilanti Historic District as a vital living area.
An audio recording of the meeting will be made for the purpose of assisting in the preparation of official minutes only. Once the
official minutes are approved the audio recording will be destroyed.

I.

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
Mike Davis, Jr., Chair
Alex Pettit, Vice-Chair
Erika Lindsay
Hank Prebys
Ron Rupert
Jane Schmiedeke
Anne Stevenson
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II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

III.

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON AGENDA ITEMS

IV.

BUSINESS SESSION
A. NEW BUSINESS
1.
Planning discussion on historic districts in Ypsilanti
2.
Recommended administrative approvals staff report.
B. OTHER BUSINESS
1.
Commissioner Comments

VI.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Structures
Developed by the U.S. Department of the Interior, the Standards provide a framework that guides
protective decisions regarding historic structures. The Historic District Commission is required to cite
applicable Standards with each formal decision it renders. It may also cite
HDC Fact Sheets as part of its decision-making process.

1. Use property for original purpose or provide compatible use with minimal alteration.

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its
distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. Do not destroy original character. Do not remove or alter historic material or features.

The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials
or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Do not imitate earlier styles.

Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic
properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Preserve significant changes acquired over time.

Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and
preserved.
5. Preserve distinctive features.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Repair, don’t replace. Replacements shall match original.

Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture,
and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary
and physical evidence.
7. Clean building gently—no sandblasting.

Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Preserve archaeological resources.

Archaeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. Contemporary designs shall be compatible and shall not destroy significant original
material.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials,
features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated
from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and
massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New work shall be removable.

New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would
be unimpaired.
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Planning Discussion on the
Ypsilanti Historic District
Summary
Staff would like to review the stated purpose of historic preservation and the Historic
District Commission (HDC) in Ypsilanti to identify what is working well and can be
improved. This discussion will center on Sec. 54-32 of the Historical Preservation
Ordinance, which defines the purpose of the HDC.
Sec. 54-32. Purpose and intent.
Historic preservation is declared to be a public purpose. The purpose of this article is to safeguard the
heritage of the city by preserving districts which reflect elements of its cultural, social, economic, political
and architectural history and natural environments; to stabilize and improve property values in such
districts; to foster civic beauty and pride; to strengthen the local economy; to promote the use of the
historic districts for the education, pleasure and welfare of the citizens of the city and the state; and to
encourage new buildings and development which will be harmonious with the existing historic buildings
and neighborhoods but will not necessarily be of the same architectural style, the purpose being to
develop historic districts as vital living areas in which each succeeding generation may build with the
quality and sensitivity of past generations.

The purpose of this article is to safeguard the heritage of the city by preserving districts
which reflect elements of its cultural, social, economic, political and architectural history
and natural environments.
There is no question that the Ypsilanti Historic District and Starkweather Historic District has
successfully preserved some of the most significant resources in the city. However, part of the
Certified Local Government program requires that the City maintain an inventory its historic
resources and regularly nominate significant places to the National Register.
1. Are there other resources in the City that are worthy of designation?
2. Are there expanded contexts or areas of significance that should be considered within
the current designated districts?

…to stabilize and improve property values in such districts; to foster civic beauty and
pride; to strengthen the local economy…
Assessing data has demonstrated that historic districts in Ypsilanti improve and stabilize
property values. The unique sense of place created by the historic district is a major
aspect of civic pride and arguably directly contributes to the vibrancy of the City’s
neighborhoods and commercial districts.

1. Are there additional means of promoting the economic benefits of preservation
that are currently underutilized?
2. A major component of fostering civic beauty and pride is the ability to maintain
properties.
a. What is working well with the current work permit application system?
b. Are there measures that can be taken to increase compliance?

…to promote the use of the historic districts for the education, pleasure and welfare of
the citizens of the city and the state…
The HDC makes an effort to provide information for the appropriate preservation of
resources by providing Fact Sheets and online resources. Additionally, new owners in
the historic district receive letters, as well as realtors when a property comes for sale in
the district.
1. Are there additional educational opportunities the HDC could utilize?
2. Are there additional ways the City/HDC could promote preservation/heritage
tourism through partner organizations?

… and, to encourage new buildings and development which will be harmonious with the
existing historic buildings and neighborhoods but will not necessarily be of the same
architectural style, the purpose being to develop historic districts as vital living areas in
which each succeeding generation may build with the quality and sensitivity of past
generations.
There have been relatively few new buildings erected in the Historic District, however
inevitably there will be proposals to build on vacant lots.
1. Is the current Design Criteria sufficient for evaluating new construction in the
historic district?

General questions for the HDC to consider:
1. What areas/items are working well for the HDC’s decision making processesStaff reviews? Fact Sheets? Trainings?
2. Are there any tools, resources, or process changes that would help the HDC
make decisions?

HDC Staff Proposal: Administrative
Approvals
Summary
The Planning Department would like to expand the types of administrative approvals
allowed to better serve property owners, the HDC, and staff. Proposed additional
administrative approvals include:









Asphalt shingle roofs, regardless of color.
Rear fencing applications.
Installation of barrier-free ramps.
Minor amendments to previously approved work.
Extensions of approved work.
Minor landscape features.
In-kind replacements, particularly for non-historic features.
Paint color.

Staff requests discussion of potential admin approvals and a motion to allow them to be
made.

Background:
In order to make the application process efficient for the HDC, City staff, and property
owners, City staff have investigated expanding permitted administrative (admin)
approvals. Since 2016 the HDC has been staffed by a professional that meets 36 CFR
Part 800, which affords the HDC an opportunity to expand the admin approval items.
Staff has compiled a list of admin approvals allowed in other Michigan communities with
Historic District staff (enclosed). Communities surveyed include: Kalamazoo, Grand
Rapids, and Ann Arbor. Staff has provided a summary of current Ypsilanti admin
approvals and a list of recommended admin approvals to consider.

Admin approvals currently allowed by the HDC
Limited Reroofing
The HDC allows for admin approval of flat commercial reroofing and limited residential
reroofing. Admin approval of residential reroofing is only allowed if:


No color change is proposed.





No shingle style change is proposed.
No gutter work is proposed.
Roof vents are ridge type.

Porch Decking Replacement
Porch decking replacement can be admin approved only if no other porch members are
involved and the material proposed is vertical grain tongue-and-groove fir.
Some Admin Approvals Permitted at Staff Discretion
Staff has been advised to “use discretion” on some admin approvals, such as when
material is being replaced or reconstructed in-kind. Thus far, staff has approved
reconstruction of some non-historic rear staircases, in-kind fence replacements, and
window repair.

Proposed Additional Administrative Approvals
Staff has reviewed the list of current admin approvals and compared to those in other
communities. Staff as also considered the needs of Ypsilanti’s historic districts, and
evaluated their professional preservation experience, to compile a list of recommended
admin approvals. All admin approvals would be made in consideration of the Secretary
of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation and the Ypsilanti Historic District Design
Criteria.
Reroofing/Gutters
Staff recommends expanding reroofing admin approvals to include all asphalt shingle or
in-kind roof replacements, regardless of color. Historically, wood shingle and metal
roofs varied in color as they could be painted, stained, or natural. Staff can ensure that
drip edges will match the trim of the house. In-kind replacement of slate or tile roofs
may be approved by staff as well. The HDC would continue to review applications for
new roof materials, such as synthetic slate or faux clay tile; roof applications concerning
decorative features; and roof applications with new ventilation. In-kind gutter
replacements may also be approved administratively, however change in gutter type
will go before the commission.
Rear Fencing Applications
Currently, all fencing applications go to the HDC for review. Staff recommends allowing
approval of rear fence enclosures when the fence complies with the guidelines in the
HDC Fence Fact Sheet as well as the City’s Zoning Code. Fencing at the front of
properties would still go before the commission.
Installation of Barrier-Free Ramps on Residential Buildings

Typically, ramps on residential buildings are requested because the resident requires
one to access their home. Time is critical with these approvals as often a resident
cannot go for a prolonged period without access to their building. The State Historic
Preservation Office typically approves ramp applications on the basis that they are
removable features that allow residents to remain in their homes. Accommodating
accessibility issues is one way the HDC can promote the City’s vision of building a
diverse community. Staff will approve ramps if they are easily removed and not
damaging to the historic fabric of the building. Commercial properties that are altering
their egress will still be reviewed by the HDC.
Minor Amendments to Previously Approved Work
Staff recommends admin approvals of minor revisions to approved work that meet the
Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation. Such admin approvals may
include: a change in product brand, paint color, choosing to repair rather than replace
historic fabric, or minor changes to landscape features.
Storm Windows and Doors
Storm windows and doors are typically installed to protect the historic fenestration of
the building. Staff recommends admin approval of storm units if they are an appropriate
materials; such as wood, aluminum, or fiberglass; and do not obscure distinctive
historic features, such as the window glazing pattern.
Minor Landscape Features
The Historical Preservation ordinance allows for the HDC to regulate landscape features,
however the Design Criteria for landscaping is vague. Additionally, the National Register
and local district nominations do not specify which aspects of landscape and setting are
historically significant to the district. This makes it difficult to determine when
landscaping requires an application. Staff recommend administratively approving minor
removable landscape features such as lampposts, flag poles, rear patios/decks,
driveways, and new garden beds. Large landscape projects that accompany a site plan
would be approved by the HDC.
In-Kind Replacements of Rear and Non-Historic Features
Staff recommend allowing admin approval for repair and/or replacement of in-kind nonhistoric features, such as detached HVAC units, rear egress stairs, non-historic gutters
and other in-kind items.
Paint Color
Staff recommends reconsidering the level of review given to paint color for multiple
reasons:

1. The Michigan State Historic Preservation Office discourages regulating color
unless there is a historically documented color palette, such as the Indian Village
Historic District in Detroit. See enclosed email from Amy Arnold, Preservation
Planner for the State of Michigan.
2. The City does not have well documented sources that detail the historic colors of
buildings in Ypsilanti historic districts.
3. Determining historical color palettes can be difficult. There are some historical
paint analysis studies and written historical descriptions of building colors. For
instance, Greek Revivals were generally white or ivory with green or dark trim,
Italianates favored earth tones, and Queen Annes utilized a variety of bold
colors. However, color vibrancy can fade on old buildings and the published
historical color palette books are subject to discoloration as well.
4. The Ypsilanti Historic District period of significance (based on the National
Register listing) is 1830-1932. With a 102-year time frame, nearly any historical
color scheme is feasible, which makes deciphering an appropriate palette difficult
and less defensible.
5. Paint schemes change over time as exterior color is a removable feature that
reflects the personal taste of the property owner.
6. Appropriate paint color can be subjective as color is experienced differently by
each person.
7. Ultimately, paint is one of the ways a property owner can easily maintain their
building to protect the historic siding. Some residents are intimidated by the HDC
and have expressed reluctance to make changes that would require attending a
meeting. Additionally, flexibility with paint schemes allows the owner discretion
to “update” or personalize their buildings, and encourages regular maintenance.
8. Paint color regulation is one of the least popular aspects of any historic district.
For the historic district to continue to have popular support and eventually
expand to other parts of the city, the HDC should be flexible on such aspects of
buildings that are not critical to their historic integrity.
9. It is the professional opinion of staff that there is no scenario where an HDC
decision on paint color would successfully stand to an appeal for the reasons
stated above. The HDC should avoid making decisions that can be appealed
easily, so as not to weaken the district.
The ultimate goal of a painting permit should be to ensure that the resource is being
appropriately prepared, i.e. no pressure washing. Staff recommends allowing exterior
painting to be approved administratively. This would streamline the process so property
owners do not have to wait an extended period before beginning their projects. Staff
would recommend the applicant choose colors that highlight distinctive features and to
have multiple colors on a resource; i.e. a base, trim, and sash; however it would
ultimately be the decision of the applicant. Painting of previously unpainted surfaces,

such as brick, stone, or natural wood shingles, would be discouraged. Proposals to paint
unpainted surfaces would go before the HDC as an action item.
The HDC may continue to regulate color in appropriate areas, such as requiring new
fenestration or trim pieces to match the existing colors of the building, thereby ensuring
the changes are compatible under standards #6 and #9.
Recommended Motions:
Move to adopt the proposed administrative approvals for staff as presented in the
report on August 26, 2019.

Enclosures:




List of HDC admin approvals in three other Michigan communities with
preservation staff.
Email from Amy Arnold, Michigan Preservation Planner, regarding paint color.
Legal opinion from City Attorney regarding paint in historic districts.

Survey of HDC Administrative Approvals
allowed in other Michigan Communities
Staff Admin Approvals- Kalamazoo








New roof
Rebuilding steps
Storm window installation
Door installation
Some fencing projects
Satellite dish installation
Paint colors are not regulated by the HDC.

Staff Admin Approvals- Grand Rapids









Reroof
Repointing
Chimney repair
Storm windows
Doors
Repair of siding/trim
Repair of other features
Paint color is not regulated by the HDC

Staff Admin Approvals- Ann Arbor
















Rooftop wireless antenna upgrades
Replacement windows/doorwall
Basement wall replacement
Replacement/new signage
New egress windows
Reroof
Awnings
Exhaust vents
New fence
Garage door replacement
Siding replacement
A/C
Front porch repair
Door to window
Porch replacement














New & replacement garages
Dormer addition
Ramp addition
Venting
Storefront redo
Revisions to previously approved work
Demo of modern garage
Solar panels
Lights
Steel façade removal
Gutter replacement
Paint colors are not regulated by the HDC.

Scott Slagor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Arnold, Amy (MSHDA) <ARNOLDA@michigan.gov>
Monday, April 29, 2019 3:12 PM
Scott Slagor
RE: Paint Colors in Historic Districts
CLG HDC MAILING LIST 2.xls

SHPO policy on regulating paint colors is DON’T—unless you have documentation that paint color was a significant
feature of a community’s design. Examples include Indian Village in Detroit, where from its inception property owners
were required to choose from a limited color palette. Another example is Alberta in the UP where Ford required all
buildings be painted white with green trim. Otherwise, without scientific testing, we really have no idea what paint
colors were used originally. SHPO believes that, normally, paint falls under the definition of ordinary maintenance in PA
169 and does not require HDC approval. We do encourage HDCs to develop suggested paint color palettes that are
appropriate for the time periods and architectural styles of resources in the community. This would be made available
to the property owner on request and help to guide them in the right direction. Yes, you may end up with a purple Greek
Revival by not regulating paint, but paint is temporary, reversible, and does not damage the structure. The bad blood
and publicity generated over paint regulation in historic districts does not seem worth it overall.
Roofs can be considered a minor class of work and reviewed by the HDC staff person. Only when a request involves a
major change—say going from a slate roof to asphalt‐‐should it be passed on to the HDC.
We don’t have a list of HDCs that regulate paint. I believe East Lansing does. It seems more likely to occur in earlier LHDs
established in the 1970s and 1980s. We have discouraged it since 1997.
I have attached our HDC list. You can try emailing communities and see if you get a response. If you do, would love to
see your findings.
Amy L. Arnold
Preservation Planner
State Historic Preservation Office, Michigan State Housing Development Authority
735 E. Michigan Avenue
P O Box 30044, Lansing, MI 48909
PH: 517‐335‐2729
Arnolda@michigan.gov

From: Scott Slagor [mailto:sslagor@cityofypsilanti.com]
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2019 2:12 PM
To: Arnold, Amy (MSHDA) <ARNOLDA@michigan.gov>
Subject: Paint Colors in Historic Districts
Hi Amy,
I am working on proposals to update our Historic District Ordinance. One of the more cumbersome regulations in our
ordinance, both for staff and property owners, is mandating that exterior paint and roof color schemes be approved by
the HDC. Long term, staff would like to remove that aspect of the ordinance and in the meantime make those changes
administrative approvals.
1

